
Technical Sheet Room: Aria Room 

 

Location: Hotel Aria, located opposite the Aqua Hotel 

 

Position: First floor 

 

Measurements: 

 Area: 225.10 sqm 

 Height: 3 meters 

 Length: 14.00 meters 

 Width: 15.63 meters 

 
 

Features: 

 Brightness: Spacious room naturally lit through large windows, with the possibility of complete 

darkening in only 9 seconds via remote-controlled mobile curtains, ensuring perfect visibility for 

projections under any light conditions. 

 Lighting: Advanced lighting system equipped with a central ceiling light and LED spotlights 

distributed throughout the room, offering 10 different lighting modes to perfectly adapt to each 

type of event. 



 Stage: Composed of 3 modules, each platform measures 1.94 cm x 1.66 cm with a height of 20 cm, 

allowing for a flexible configuration of the space according to specific needs. 

Technical Equipment: 

 Connectivity: Floor box system near the podium for HDMI, VGA, AUDIO connections, 220 V 

electrical outlets, enriched by future-oriented connectivity options such as support for 4K inputs 

and integrated Wi-Fi. 

 Control Room: Complete control room rack with 4 audio outputs for microphones (1 handheld, 2 

fixed, 1 lapel), in addition to video and audio output, network cable, and Wi-Fi connectivity, for 

impeccable audiovisual management. 

 Audio: Kam Kwm 1960 ceiling amplification system from Top Pro Music Gear, ensuring clear sound 

and uniform coverage throughout the room. 

 Visual: Generously sized screen (300 cm x 200 cm) paired with the new Epson EB-L730U ceiling 

projector, offering a brightness of 7,000 lumens for sharp images and brilliant colors in any lighting 

condition, and WUXGA resolution for extremely sharp Full HD images. Future-oriented connectivity 

option. Support for 4K inputs, HDBaset. 

 Additional Displays: 2 networked 85-inch Samsung TVs, ensuring optimal viewing from every part 

of the room. 

 Electricity: 5 strategically distributed 220 V electrical outlets, plus an external point at the 

entrance door for secretarial needs. 

 

Capacity: 

 Theater setup: up to 180 people 

 Classroom setup: up to 120 people 

Strategically located on the first floor, this room offers a bright and welcoming environment, thanks to its 

large windows that guarantee exceptional natural light. 

It's the perfect setting for medical meetings, union congresses, or school desk training sessions, where 

light plays a key role in maintaining attention and well-being of the participants. 

The Aria Room easily adapts to various types of events, thanks to its flexible configuration that can 

accommodate up to 180 people in theater style and 120 in classroom style. 

The room is equipped with cutting-edge technology, including adjustable lighting with ten different 

settings, to create the perfect environment for every occasion. 

The latest generation technical equipment, with high-quality audio and video systems, ensures that every 

presentation is crystal clear and engaging. 

Moreover, the ability to quickly darken the room with remote-controlled mobile curtains allows switching 

from a bright to a more reserved environment in just 9 seconds, offering maximum versatility to adapt to 

the specific needs of each event. 

Choosing the Aria Room means prioritizing a space where elegance and technology meet, ensuring a high-

level experience for organizers and participants. A place that not only hosts events but enhances them, 

making them memorable. 

 


